Wurm queries O'Grady's classification of this dialect with the Miyan Wiradjuric Subgroup. Holmer classifies as being related to Waga-Waga and Wuli-Wuli.

'man' : me-an (Barlow); garoon, booa (C:169)

95. b. Than Subgroup (Eastern)

95.1a* Djakunda
(94.2a) E17 (AIAS E27)

No information except that Wurm still lists as a dialect of Gurang-Gurang (both listed by O'Grady in the previous subgroup).

95.1b* Gurang-Gurang Upper Burnett River E37 (AIAS E32)
(94.2b) (See also 'RLS')

Gurang-Gurang (AC, SAW, GB), Gurenggureng (C/S), Korengkoreng (O'G, 'RLS'), Koreng-Koreng (R), Goreng-Goreng, Guring-Guring (NH)

Holmer has managed to salvage enough for a description of this language. Breen has also collected a little.

95.2a* Dalla Sandgate - Nambour area E13 (AIAS E25)
(95.1a)

Dalla (AC, AIAS, SAW, O'G, 'RLS'), Dala (SAW alt. sp.)

Presumed extinct. Wurm retains classification here.

95.2b* Badjala Fraser or Great Sandy Island E2 (AIAS E30)
(95.1b)

Badjala (AC, AIAS, SAW), Batjala (NH, O'G, 'RLS'), Badylala (NH, PS, Hall - name of people), Dipple (dialect name - Hall)

Hall collected a little and also Holmer and he is including early manuscript material also.

'man' : quri (Hall); than (C:164d)